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O 2 and CO 2 do not react under ordinary conditions. This can be attributed to the large activation energy for multiple double-bond cleavage, as Dixon illustrated in his early experiments in which dry CO-O 2 -CO 2 mixtures "did not explode" when subjected to a spark discharge. 1 Otomo et al. 2 later reported a reaction of CO 2 and electronically excited O 2 * when they observed O 3 products after irradiating super-and subcritical O 2 /CO 2 mixtures with UV light. While investigating the isotope exchange reaction at hyperthermal collision energies in a crossed-molecular-beam experiment, we found evidence for the gas-phase oxygen isotope exchange reaction of ground-state reactants at high collision energies (∼160 kcal mol -1 ). Our observations on the dynamics of this reaction, taken together with the results of ab initio calculations of stationary points on the lowest triplet potential energy surface (PES), suggest a plausible adiabatic mechanism for the reaction of O 2 with CO 2 through a CO 4 transition complex.
Crossed-molecular-beam experiments were performed with a hyperthermal oxygen source containing ∼89% O( O were collected over a range of laboratory angles (6-54°); at each angle, the TOF distribution was integrated to give a laboratory angular distribution N(Θ). A forwardconvolution method was used to derive the center-of-mass (c.m.) translational energy and angular distributions P(E T ) and T(θ c.m. ), respectively, from the laboratory N(t) and N(Θ) distributions, 4 where θ c.m. is the angle at which . However, at small laboratory angles, we observed products with velocities that would violate energy conservation for this O( 3 P) + CO 2 reaction (e.g., t < 72 µs in Figure 1 ). There is some uncertainty in the E coll distribution because the exact time-and point-of-origin of the hyperthermal oxygen is not well-defined in the source, a free-jet expansion of a laser-induced plasma. This results in some uncertainty in the product flight times, which we estimate to be (2 µs. Another small flight-time uncertainty arises in the forward-convolution fits because of uncertainty in the O products, so forwardbackward symmetric scattering (i.e., evidence for a long-lived intermediate complex) could not be ruled out. At these collision energies, however, an intermediate is unlikely to survive for a rotational period. The average total translational energy distribution for the two products was 25 kcal mol -1 , or 16% of the available energy; the P(E T ) distribution was peaked at E T ) 10 kcal mol P) products, for which the energetic threshold of 163 kcal mol -1 is above the average E avail in the experiment. There is also sufficient energy to form O 3 + CO or O + CO 3 9 and to dissociate CO 2 to form O 2 + O + CO, but because we were not anticipating these reactions, we did not search for the relevant detectable products.
To investigate whether an adiabatic mechanism exists for the O 2 -CO 2 isotope exchange reaction, we performed ab initio calculations to find stationary points on the lowest triplet PES for the O 2 + CO 2 reaction at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. We identified two transition states (TS1 and TS2) connecting O 2 + CO 2 reactants with a triplet shelf state [CO 4 ( 3 A′′); see Figure 3 ]. All three structures are planar. One atom of the oxygen molecule approaches the carbon atom of CO 2 and surmounts an activation barrier of 77.9 kcal mol orbitals: as one C-O bond is formed between the in-plane π g * antibonding orbital of O 2 and the in-plane π u bonding orbital of CO 2 (the higher-energy π g nonbonding orbital does not interact because of symmetry; see the SI), the out-of-plane π g * orbital on O 2 is a relative spectator to the O 2 radical addition. This interaction, along with the bending of the CO 2 , produces the SOMOs for CO 4 ( 3 A′′) shown in Figure 4 . In TS3, the lowest SOMO contains localized electron density on O d in an out-of-plane p-type orbital, suggesting that the unpaired electron on O d continues to be a spectator during CO 4 ( 3 A′′) isomerization. The highest SOMO, however, contains delocalized electron density, with antibonding (σ*) character, in the plane of the molecule. This σ* character may be interpreted as electron density taken from the lowest SOMO in CO 4 ( 3 A′′) and localized onto O c during isomerization. These theoretical results imply that an adiabatic mechanism exists for the oxygen isotope exchange reaction between O 2 and CO 2 . During the isomerization of CO 4 ( This mechanism is qualitatively consistent with the small reaction cross section and a preference for rebounding reactive collisions inferred from the dynamics observed in the experiment. The O 2 must approach the CO 2 at very low impact parameters with high energies in order to overcome the initial barrier (TS1/TS2) and reach the "shelf" of the bound CO 4 ( angle, stretching of O c -O d , and ring formation to form TS3, which is followed by rapid repulsion from the final TS1/TS2 state. Finally, the large change in geometry from reactants to TS3 should facilitate the transfer of some translational energy into internal degrees of freedom of the products. Reactive scattering should become less "rebound"-like (forward scattered) as E coll is increased above the reactive threshold; at 37 kcal mol -1 above the reactive barrier, the tight transition state, repulsive exit channel leading out of TS1/TS2, and low angular momentum must limit the extent of sideways scattering. While some sideways scattering is indeed observed in the experiment, the E coll dependence of T(θ c.m. ) is not known.
A nonadiabatic transition to another potential surface cannot be excluded, especially given the high internal energies observed in the products. At these high collision energies [80 kcal mol [10] [11] [12] In summary, an O 2 -CO 2 isotope exchange reaction on the ground triplet electronic surface is possible and is consistent with our laboratory observations. Nevertheless, additional work would be valuable. Collision-energy-dependence studies of the product angular distribution may elucidate the mechanistic origins of the low average translational energy of the products. Experimental detection of O 2 counterfragments and a search for products from other channels (e.g., spectroscopic identification of electronically excited states) would also be revealing. Lastly, a more complete surface, reactive trajectories, and locations of possible surface intersection seams leading to ISC are vital for a full explanation of the reaction dynamics. O products, results of theoretical calculations, allowed product channels, and the proposed mechanism. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 
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